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Proposal Objectives
Core Management will use its database of industry “best practices,” its custodial program
design capabilities and its staff expertise to deliver a custodial Master Plan for the
MDUSD custodial organization. This Master Plan will position MDUSD to implement a
“cleaning for health” approach, equalize service assignments, document service
assignments / schedules, and to implement custodial best-practices. Throughout this
process, Core works closely with the appropriate stakeholders to co-develop the plan,
empowering and training the leadership team for management best-practices.
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Services
Development and Delivery of the Custodial Master Plan
DATA COLLECTION
A senior Core consultant will conduct a site visit and teleconferences with MDUSD throughout
the Master Plan project. Initially, Core will utilize the data from the previous assessment to create
propose improvements in the organization structure. Core will also interview management,
supervisors and other key the district employees to learn more about current service assignments,
issues and needs.
MASTER PLAN DESIGN; PROCEDURAL TRAINING SERVICES
Core spends time with the district management team (both on site and off site) to co-develop the
Master Plan. Core provides the tools and training to the district management, empowering the
team to take full control and ownership of the redesigned program.
Project includes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Master Plan design for all schools and facilities
Easy-to-understand cleaning specification and SLA’s (tasks and annual
frequencies)
Step-by-step cleaning procedures (SOP’s) broken down by daily, interim and
restorative tasks
Organizational development and chart, indicating chain of command and position
numbers
Detailed Service Assignment descriptions for each custodian, detailing:
• Position number
• Shift time and days worked
• Building, floor and area of responsibility
• General position description
• Daily cleaning duties, segmented into two groups: primary tasks (“A”,
performed every day, regardless of circumstances), and secondary tasks
(“B”, to be skipped when short staffed or when snow removal is required)
• Weekly cleaning duties, broken down by day of the week (Mon, Tues, etc.)
• Shift schedule
School Cleaning Plans
Color-coded building drawings (Optional)

IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT
Once the new Custodial Master Plan has been adopted, Core will provide off-site
implementation support to the district management, such as web conference and teleconference
support and the creation of a single Master Plan Revision should parts of the program require
editing.
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Master Plan Program Benefits
LEADERSHIP TRAINING AND OWNERSHIP
Core’s Master Plan process heavily involves the custodial and facilities management team. This
ensures that the team will learn a deep understanding of the cleaning specifications, service
assignment design, accountability principals, quality program essentials, and more.
By co-developing the entire plan with the district leadership and management team, Core positions
the team to enthusiastically take full ownership and accountability for the redesigned program.
PRODUCTIVITY
We have programmed hundreds of cleaning departments with production levels that meet or
exceed “standard” productivity rates. In each of these scenarios, we were responsible for the
development of the job descriptions, the training of the managers, and ultimately, the training of
the service personnel.
We will bring the full breadth of our management experience to our partnership with the district
and its custodial department to attain long-term productivity improvements.
EMPLOYEE MORALE
We have observed that good employee morale is directly related to the amount of job ownership
taken. Our program will level workloads and educate service workers to help them identify “good”
from “bad” quality levels. Additionally, Core will design equitable service runs based on our
professional workloading model that will create equal amounts of work for each employee. This
allows the district to hold employees more accountable and gives employees a can-do attitude
regarding their work assignments.
QUALITY
We understand that our program will ultimately be judged by the resulting levels of quality and
customer satisfaction. For this reason, the district can be assured of our commitment to attaining
measurable quality improvements.
STANDARDIZATION
The Master Plan ensures that all employees are using the same cleaning tasks, frequencies and
procedures. These tasks, frequencies and procedures are customized to each area type, and the
district will benefit from a more repeatable and uniform cleaning program.
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PROGRAM INVESTMENT
Custodial Cleaning and Disinfecting Master Plan – MDUSD
Master Plan, Job Descriptions, Cleaning Procedures, SOP’s ....................................$55,000
Color-Coded Building Drawings .....................................................................................$8,500

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Includes all schools and approximately 150-165 custodians
Includes printing of one complete set of the Master Plan documentation
Core’s service assignment sheets will include building(s), floor(s) and area
types. Room number inclusion (if desired) to be completed by the district
Price includes one site visit and includes travel expenses
Price includes up to two rounds of assignment sheet corrections for each school,
not to exceed 2 total hours of corrections and edits, per school
Color-coded building drawings that the custodians use to understand their areas
of responsibility (yellow highlight = Monday cleaning, red highlight = Tuesday
cleaning, etc.). Price does not include printing costs. See Appendix C for
sample drawings. Not to exceed 1 hour of drawing corrections and edits, per
school, after initial draft delivery
Core will facilitate and provide technical assistance through all phases of the
project, but it is assumed that the district will take an active role and participate
in the co-development effort at all levels of the organization
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Appendix A: Sample #1 - Master Plan Service Assignment Sheets
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Appendix A: Sample #2 - Master Plan Service Assignment Sheets
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Appendix B: Sample Cleaning Procedure Sheets
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Appendix C: Sample Color-Coded Building Drawing
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